How to Measure Your Spa
To perfectly measure your spa for its new custom cover, follow these five easy steps:
1. Print this form. You will use it to record your dimensions.
2. Choose your spa shape from the options below.
3. Measure your spa in the dimensions indicated in the shape diagram and enter them into the
spaces provided. Always measure the outside or widest part.
4. Choose your fabric color.
5. Use this completed form to complete our online ordering form.
Please remember to complete your purchase with PayPal. Please remember to use the same email
address for your payment and your order. Your email address is your customer ID.

Please call us if:
•
•
•
•

Your cover measures larger than 96" in any dimension.
Your cover has special cutouts for speakers, handrails or special requirements.
Your cover shape is not shown.
If you have a hot springs tub and need lifter brackets installed in your cover.

If you know your spa manufacturer and model, please enter it here:

Notes:_____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Please select one of these spa shapes:

SQUARE OR
RECTANGLE

ROUND

OVAL

OCTAGON

HEXAGON

2 CUT CORNERS

1 CUT CORNER

ROUND CORNER SPA

Measure the lip dimensions to determine skirt length. Please
include lip dimensions (F & G) for all spa types.

Measure the radius. This can be accomplished best with
carpenters square, but can be done with a ruler and straight
edge.

Enter the dimensions of your spa in inches here.
Please use A, B, C etc. from the shape diagrams above.

A._______B._______ C._______ D._______ E._______ F._______ G._______ Radius _______

Choose your fabric color:*

almond

ash

black

burgundy

charcoal

gray

hunter green

navy

palomino

redwood

rust

sky blue

tan

teal

walnut

wildwood

Fabric Color__________________________________________________________________

*THE COLOR SWATCHES DISPLAYED ARE SPA INDUSTRY STANDARD, BUT DUE TO VARIATIONS IN PRINTING INKS IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO
GUARANTEE AN EXACT COLOR MATCH.

